
planning, budgeting, managing, measuring

Economic Accounting Apps

We created a new breed of apps for economic development, planning,

and policy professionals, designed to support the entire state and local

economic development performance management process.   

Get a workbook packed with industry, workforce,

earnings, and energy data and charts that you can

easily format. Simply enter your economic

development scenario and we account for all

connections over the production and income  life

cycles to produce pro forma impact budgets. Then,

use the information in these workbooks to target

opportunities for industry-to-industry connections

and help improve the performance of your local

economy.

Economic impact app

Creating paths for sustainable development is

the way to go. Our planning app puts pro forma

economic impacts in a multi-criteria decision

framework so planners and economic

developers can easily work together across the

diverse dimensions of sustainability.  Enter

development alternatives and decision criteria

and weights, and our app does the rest, giving

you rankings of alternatives. Use these rankings

directly or meld the economic performance

table into a comprehensive sustainable

planning analysis.

Private label apps

Go ahead, put your own brand on our

economic accounting app.  It’s simple to

do and perfect for industry associations,

economic development agencies, and consultants. Your look, your brand, your workbook design, our life cycle

accounting engine. Whether it’s a simple online impact calculator app or an extension of our basic pro forma

impact app, let’s connect.

Visit www.decisioncommerce.com for more information

Multipliers are an outcome, not an input.

See opportunity, act, and measure.
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We bring economic life cycle accounting to planners, multi-criteria 

decision analysis to economic developers, and energy lifecycle accounting

to all.  Accountability, made simple.

We trace production in a round-by-round manner

back through the supply chain and forward through

the spending of income, so you get an understanding

of where connections weaken between supply and

demand in your local economy, and which connections

merit management, measurement and auditing. Our

pro forma impact budgets can use an upper limit of

local expansion capacities or a less aggressive local

supply assumption. You choose, then challenge

yourself to hit these performance targets.

Our economic accounting engine

Pay per use and the workbook is sent to

your inbox within a few minutes.

Or subscribe and save. 

API for web developers

Our apps are at

www.decisioncommerce.com. 

No registration required. Just go.

Web developers can integrate our life

cycle accounting engine with their app

using our RESTful API. Go to

api.decisioncommerce.com for details.
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